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Type Grading Description

Est $A

MISCELLANEOUS LOTS

532

Ex Lot 532

THEMATICS: Colombia 1952 Cathedral of Manizales Courvoisier imperforate colour separations for 23c & 30c
denominations in various shades, all affixed to the official Archival album pages [#102, 118 & 119] dated 11/7/1951 &
26/3/1952. (30 proofs)

P

800

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Other Pre-Decimals
650

**

A-/A+

1927 Canberra 1½d lake with complete Plate Number '4' BW #132zc, well centred, a few irregular perfs otherwise
superb, unmounted, Cat $3750 (mounted). [Of Plate Number '4' the ACSC states that only five blocks are recorded,
making this and Number '1' - the rarest of the twelve numbers. Superior to the unmounted block - large-part '4'- that
sold at the Prestige auction of 17/8/2012 for $2415]

2,000

651

**/*

A B2

- 1½d lake with almost complete Plate Number '9' BW #132zh, the last unit lightly mounted otherwise unmounted,
Cat $1250 (mounted). [Of Plate Number '9' the ACSC states that 35 blocks are recorded]

400

652

**/*

A C1

- 1½d lake with the lower-half of Plate Number '10' BW #132zi, the lower units lightly mounted otherwise unmounted,
Cat $1250 (mounted). [Of Plate Number '10' the ACSC states that 25 blocks are recorded]

300

FALKLAND ISLANDS
1201

PS

B

1933 usage of blue/white formular Registration Envelope size H, to Switzerland with rare franking of Centenary 1/Government House (Cat £100 x5+), the registration label damaged on opening, minor blemishes. [A philatelic
registered cover with the 6d Whale sold at auction in -/11/2014 for £456]

300

GREAT BRITAIN - PICTURE POSTCARDS
1232

C

Five large albums of Photochrom cards from many different series & in a wide variety of styles including artist cards
& real photo types, the vast majority are Celesques (most of which are numbered on the face) on the
characteristically stout board, subjects include Beaches, the Lakes District, Yorkshire, Isle of Wight, Channel Islands
etc, also some overseas subjects notably Holy Land, condition variable but generally fine to very fine. Underrated
material. (1300 approx)

500

GREAT BRITAIN - Postal History

1244 C

Ex Lot 1244

POSTMARKS: Three volumes of PPCs all selected for the postmarks with two volumes of mostly duplex
cancellations & one volume of squared-circle datestamps plus a selection of Mobile Boite dock-side usages,
numerous very fine to superb strikes, many cards are used from the towns depicted, many better cards with some
Undivided Backs including one with photo affixed to the view-side, many towns & villages, smaller churches,
Cornwall & Wales, etc, advertising cards for P&O x2, "The Great Anglican Gathering" & Booth Line of Royal Mail
Steamers, a few humour including a marvellous Cycling Accident by "Cynicus" & one with a circular message,
condition variable. An excellent lot especially for the possibility of finding Earliest Recorded Usages. (100s)

750

